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Amanda Mullins - Jawbreaker Clothing Campaign

Jawbreaker Clothing is a London-based Young 
Contemporary brand distributed in stores in-
ternationally.

As the Senior Designer for this brand, it was es-
sential to convey the punch, upbeat alternative 
style in our promotional materials without tak-
ing away from the clothing itself. To execute this 
effectively, I chose the simplicity of black and 
white descriptions placed in stars and hearts to 
add a fun edge to the alternative clothing mar-
ket targets (seen in the next slide).



Amanda Mullins - Jawbreaker Clothing Marketing Materials



Amanda Mullins - Dessert First Cookbook Design

The Cookbook Dessert First is 
a personal project. Writing a 
cookbook had been on my list 
for a few years, and I loved fast, 
easy cooking and desserts. I was 
working on my health and start-
ed creating recipes with plant-
based unrefined ingredients. 
Dessert First was born.
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Dessert First 
Cookbook Design

  I found a small publisher, and the real 
work began shortly after. I designed 
and produced everything from pho-
tography to the layout. It was para-
mount to get in touch with my vision 
for the book and have a minimalistic 
elegance while maintaining a strong 
sense of typography, color, and bal-
ance that uniquely showcased the 
food and recipes.

Since most of the recipes were adapt-
ed from family recipes and comfort 
food, design elements like hand draw-
ings and recipes written on ripped 
paper came to life. 

Working through this project from 
start to finish was one of the most sig-
nificant accomplishments and learn-
ing experiences I continue to value 
today.



Amanda Mullins - Dessert First Page Design



Amanda Mullins - Makoto Taiko, Annual Concert

HAJIME!

Makoto Taiko is a nonprofit organization that 
offers classes to people of all backgrounds. I have 
learned taiko at their studio since 2018 and have 
created promotional materials for them since 
2019.

I was asked to design all marketing materials for 
the 2022 Annual concert. The Theme was Hajime! 
Meaning “Beginning” in light of the two years the 
group was unable to perform due to the pandem-
ic. 



Makoto Taiko, Designing 

The primary design would consist of sever-
al elements to be balanced without clutter. I 
created a cherry blossom element, a powerful 
symbol of rebirth and spring in Japanese cul-
ture that spoke to the message of “Hajime!” 
Japanese for “Beginning.” I consulted with 
more than one community source to ensure 
Kanji (Japanese characters) were correct and 
authentic for the word “Hajime.” 

When the main design was complete, I could 
quickly move forward when creating flyers, 
banner ads, website updates, a 12-page pro-
gram, and a concert T-shirt.



Amanda Mullins - Makoto Taiko, Concert T-Shirt



Amanda Mullins - Makoto Taiko, Concert Program



Amanda Mullins - The Healing Woods



The Healing Woods

The Healing Woods, headed by Kris-
tin Dwan, is a highly rated Reiki and 
hypnotherapy practitioner. She want-
ed a complete re-branding, promo-
tional materials, and a website for her 
services.

Kristin wanted the new logo to in-
clude redwood trees and a whimsical 
feeling with shades of green. We dis-
cussed additional elements she en-
joyed that were part of her practice as 
a healer and Reiki Master; the moon, 
crystals, and forest elements, includ-
ing ferns, clover, redwood trees, and 
tree roots.

Once I had a clear picture of her vi-
sion, I created a logo set. A couple 
stood out immediately for her, and I 
made additional amendments until 
we had a three logo set that worked in 
a cohesive way to brand her materials 
and website.



Amanda Mullins - The Healing Woods Logo Set



Amanda Mullins - The Healing Woods From The Website 



Amanda Mullins - Goldfinch Branding

Goldfinch, based in Western Massachusetts, is run 
by Jessica Kern. She wanted to change the practice 
name from focusing on her to expanding, and she 
decided upon Goldfinch, a resilient and resourceful 
non-migratory bird in the area.

Jessica had a website but no logo or branding and 
wanted to begin from the ground up. We started with 
the logo to ensure everything cohesive throughout 
the project, from marketing materials to the web-
site. For the logo, along with the name Goldfinch 
and came ups with the tagline “Physical and Mental 
Wealth.”

We looked at her existing website, and she expressed 
it was not a reflection of her, and she wanted her 
site to have the warmth and character that embod-
ied what she brought to the table as a practitioner. I 
used brighter colors and a quaint hand-drawn bird 
and font to bring the Goldfinch logo to life. Next, 
I created promotional materials and a website that 
Jessica is proud of because they reflect the woman 
behind the practice. 



Amanda Mullins - Goldfinch Logo Set



Amanda Mullins - Goldfinch Marketing Materials

Jess Kern, LMT, CNMT, CZB
432 Old Green�eld Road 
Montague, MA 01351

Website: www.gold�nchpmw.com

Phone: (617) 962-3528
Email: JLKern@gmail.com



Amanda Mullins - Goldfinch From The Website 
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Website: amandamariemullins.com
Email: a1975@sbcglobal.net

Phone: 213-321-5063


